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Dec 19, 2012 Turn off FXAA in the Nvidia Control Panel and
see if that fixes your problem. I have never had to do it before

Jul 19, 2014 Run The Game In Windowed Mode and see if that
fixes it. Jul 20, 2014 Try removing your Catalyst Control

Center folder, reinstall it and then log into your account again
May 9, 2014 You're using a 10 year old GPU (GeForce GTS

250, for the record) and your game is constantly dropping
frames. Leave everything the way it is and try lowering the

graphics quality in your graphics drivers (Preferences > Video
> Advanced). Might work May 28, 2014 Try to make the game
load at the lowest settings to prevent loading problems. You can

find these settings in your console, by pressing the [Option]
key, then change the [Set Auto Save Mode] number. May 28,

2014 Use the "F8" key to change options during the game.
Press the "F8" button during the loading screen to view all of
them. You will find settings, that can help fix this. May 29,
2014 Use the "F8" key to change options during the game.

Press the "F8" button during the loading screen to view all of
them. You will find settings, that can help fix this. May 29,
2014 I got this exact problem and solved it by lowering my

graphic settings. I'm playing the game on hard difficulty, so it's
not really that much. May 29, 2014 If it happens at all, try a
different monitor. I tried switching my graphics card, input

device, and monitor. In my case, the monitor was the problem.
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The issue happens without a monitor, too. May 29, 2014 The
final issue you can try is lowering the graphics settings in the

game. Lower your resolution, but remember, you don't want it
too low (I recommend 1280x720 at the lowest setting). Also,

turn off reflections in your graphics card and try lowering
shadow distance. May 29, 2014 Try the HDMI port. I had the

same problem, but by switching my graphics card, input device,
and the HDMI port, it worked. May 29, 2014 In case you are
not getting a black screen, but rather a blank screen with the

cursor, you can try to turn off high definition text in the Nvidia
control panel.
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Mar 16, 2020 I've been having this issue when I tried to play Crysis 3. It'll load the logo for like 1 second, then the screen will
just be black. I'm on a desktop PC with an NVIDIA RTX 2060. I've tried deleting the game and the cache folder, but that didn't
work . Sep 5, 2020 Note: Having a similar issue. Installed the game, got the black screen. Installed the game again, voila
everything works fine (screen works, audio works, menu works, etc) What worked for me is to simply delete ALL. Jul 23, 2020
I was hoping to get around this by copying the "gfa.a" file of the setup over to the gfa.a file on the main game folder. I thought
that was a fix but what happed was that the game was fully installed on my computer and if I ran the game as normal it would
black screen after having the loading screen pop up. No crash. I had to delete the game files from the Mar 18, 2020 My internet
keeps disconnecting when I try to play Crysis 3. But I can play games like Apex Legends on here with no problems. Does
anyone have a clue to the fix for Crysis 3? Feb 12, 2019 I updated my graphics driver, now when I launch Crysis 3 it goes to a
black screen with the title screen and then the game crashes. I have gone back to my old driver and then my screen again goes to
a black screen. The game is running on my current gpu however so I am not entirely sure of the problem I'm facing. It is an
RTX 2060. The game is running on Windows 10. Jan 12, 2020 Follow the instructions at the link below. This may have solved
the problem for me! Run this program before play Crysis 3. /E:WindowsDir%UserProfile%\AppData\Local\Valve\Steam\User
data\4038AAF8\26\3400F3FA10C9C0EA0_8d24dcb2c6790f7a (If the link doesn't work you can find the folder with
"gamedata" in the name in the same location) Oct 4, 2019 I have the exact same problem. I don't get the loading screen, just a
black screen. I have f678ea9f9e
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